Dear Parents,

S.1 English Enhancement Class – Phase II

To prepare S1 students for using English as the medium of learning in senior forms, the 2nd phase of the English Enhancement Class will be held in the third term. Details are as follows:

Students who are selected must be present in all lessons of the English Enhancement Classes. Causal leaves must be applied in advance and medical certificates must be submitted for sick leaves.

It is appreciated that parents will urge students to study hard. Please acknowledge by replying the slip below and return to the English Teacher by 25th February, 2009.

I acknowledge the above captioned circular concerning ‘S.1 English Enhancement Classes – Phase II’ and I will urge my child to study hard.

Name of Student: ___________________________
Class: ________ CSNO: _____________
Name of Guardian: _________________________
Signature of Guardian: _______________________
Date: ____________